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Electronic processes leading to dissociative ionization of polyatomic molecules in strong laser fields are
investigated experimentally, theoretically, and numerically. Using time-of-flight ion mass spectroscopy, we
study the dependence of fragmentation on laser intensity for a series of related molecules and report regular
trends in this dependence on the size, symmetry, and electronic structure of a molecule. Based on these data,
we develop a model of dissociative ionization of polyatomic molecules in intense laser fields. The model is
built on three elements: ~i! nonadiabatic population transfer from the ground electronic state to the excited-state
manifold via a doorway ~charge-transfer! transition; ~ii! exponential enhancement of this transition by collec-
tive dynamic polarization of all electrons, and ~iii! sequential energy deposition in both neutral molecules and
resulting molecular ions. The sequential nonadiabatic excitation is accelerated by a counterintuitive increase of
a large molecule’s polarizability following its ionization. The generic theory of sequential nonadiabatic exci-
tation forms a basis for quantitative description of various nonlinear processes in polyatomic molecules and
ions in strong laser fields.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevA.69.013401 PACS number~s!: 33.80.Rv, 82.50.Pt
I. INTRODUCTION
The interaction of a strong nonresonant laser field with a
molecule is governed by the interplay of electron system
characteristics and the laser pulse parameters ~duration, in-
tensity, frequency, etc.!. All nonresonant interactions can be
classified as either adiabatic, when the molecular energy
states follow the field without interstate transitions, or nona-
diabatic, when the interstate transitions occur. Adiabatic non-
resonant interaction results in single @1–3# or multiple @4,5#
ionization. This process is described by quasistatic theories
of tunnel ionization @1,6#. A single tunnel ionization event
generally leads to the formation of an intact molecular ion
@2,3# in its ground electronic state; multiple electron removal
results in energetic dissociation known as Coulomb explo-
sion @7,8#. Nonadiabatic molecule-laser interaction results in
all other possible outcomes, such as nonresonant electronic
excitation @9#, internal conversion @10,11#, fragmentation to
neutral products @3#, dissociative ionization @12,13#, nuclear
rearrangement @14#, etc. Utilization of these processes re-
quires an understanding of physical mechanisms that deter-
mine the transition from the adiabatic to the nonadiabatic
coupling regime. In particular, an adequate description of the
energy deposition into polyatomic molecules, leading to their
fragmentation, is crucial for predicting and controlling frag-
mentation patterns @14–16#.
The exploration of nonadiabatic electron dynamics in
strong fields has a long history, which starts with atoms,
continues with small ~diatomic! molecules, and culminates in
large ~polyatomic! molecules that are the subject of this pub-
lication. At each of these hierarchical levels, the complexity
of the system increases dramatically, requiring a ‘‘quantum
leap’’ in understanding and in the principles of description.
Strong-field atomic ionization is usually described in the
long-wavelength case using single active electron ~SAE! tun-
nel ionization theories @17–19#. Indeed, in the quasistatic
limit, nonadiabatic excitation of atoms can be ignored. How-
ever, at shorter wavelengths ~in the optical region!, nonadia-
batic excitation of atoms does occur and may be enhanced
and modified by electron correlation effects even for two-
electron atoms @20#. For multielectron atoms, large popula-
tions of electronically excited atoms have been detected in
the above-threshold ionization ~ATI @21#! photoelectron
spectra following nonresonant strong field atomic excitation
using a 620-nm laser @22#. Strong-field nonadiabatic elec-
tronic excitation of atoms has been explained using the para-
digm of transient multiphoton resonances between dynami-
cally Stark-shifted ground and excited electronic states
@23–25#.
Whereas nonadiabatic transitions are important in strong-
field electron dynamics of atoms, they should play an even
more important role in molecular excitation. This is because
molecules are typically larger and more complex than atoms;
that is, they have more complex and subtle electronic struc-
ture ~in particular, lower symmetry!. In addition, molecules
have nuclear degrees of freedom ~rotational and vibrational!
and can undergo internal conversion or dissociate. For mol-
ecules, the variety of competing outcomes of nonadiabatic
excitation must be greatly increased, while the utility of both
SAE and quasistatic approaches is greatly reduced.
The coupling of a multielectron system with the laser field
is significantly affected by the electronic structure of the sys-
tem. The electronic structures of atoms and molecules differ
qualitatively: molecules possess a new ~compared to atoms!
feature of electronic structure—charge-transfer electronic*Author to whom correspondence should be addressed.
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states, uCT&. As will be seen in the following sections, these
states play an important role in the molecules we investigate;
this is why we address them here in some detail. A uCT& state
has been defined @26# for symmetric diatomic molecules as a
state having the electronic charge density primarily localized
to one of the atoms. Should a neutral diatomic molecule
undergo dissociation from a uCT& state, the result will be a
pair of ions rather than neutral fragments. A CT electronic
transition couples a symmetric electronic state ~typically the
ground state, ug&! with a uCT& state. ~In the smallest diatomic
molecule, H2 , the CT electronic transition couples the
ground 1Sg
1 state with the ion pair state 1Su
1
, the excited
state corresponding to dissociation into H2 and H1.) Quali-
tatively, the transition dipole moments for CT transitions are
proportional to the distance over which the charge is trans-
ferred. Thus, in the case of a diatomic molecule, the transi-
tion dipole moment grows with the internuclear separation R;
in the limit of large R, it asymptotically approaches eR/2
@26#.
The role of uCT& states in the dissociation dynamics of
diatomic molecular ions in intense infrared laser fields has
been pointed out in Ref. @27#. The electron dynamics of
small ~diatomic and small polyatomic! molecules has been
shown theoretically @28–30# to become highly nonadiabatic
in strong laser fields. This nonadiabatic dynamics leads to
CT localization when the dissociating molecule is stretched
to a critical internuclear distance ~approximately two to three
times larger than the equilibrium distance!. Evidence for this
nonadiabatic localization of the electronic wave function can
be found in enhanced ionization rate @30#, generation of even
harmonics from centrosymmetric ions @31#, and in the asym-
metric charge distribution of ionic fragments @32,33#.
In larger molecules, uCT& states can also provide a natural
framework for qualitative understanding of the large-
amplitude charge motion among the atoms of a molecule or a
molecular ion in strong oscillating electric fields. Even in a
medium-size molecule (CH2I2), the critical distance for CT
localization is already achieved in the equilibrium nuclear
geometry @34#. Yet larger spatial dimensions of a molecule
should further enhance the role of uCT& states in nonadiabatic
electronic excitations.
Polyatomic molecules are different from small ~diatomic!
molecules in one obvious aspect: size. The larger size of a
molecule not only increases the number of electrons but also
the spatial extent of its electronic states. Both these factors
are likely to facilitate nonadiabatic dynamics in a strong laser
field. Indeed, significant effects of nonadiabatic dynamics on
the ionization and dissociation of polyatomic molecules can
be discerned from experiments on a series of related organic
molecules of increasing size. Both increasing laser frequency
@35# and pulse amplitude @13# lead to more extensive frag-
mentation in molecules of a given size. At the same time,
similar fragmentation channels are activated at lower laser
intensities for molecules of increasing size at a given laser
frequency. To understand physical mechanisms for the tran-
sition from adiabatic to nonadiabatic coupling regimes as a
function of laser intensity, frequency, and pulse duration, we
need analytical models that capture the most salient features
of the excitation process.
A recently proposed model of strong-field energy absorp-
tion by electrons in large polyatomic molecules @35# predicts
that nonadiabatic excitation should generally intensify with
molecular size, laser field frequency, and amplitude. In this
model, a strong laser field merges all of the electronic states
of a molecule into a quasicontinuum ~QC!. Within this QC,
classical plasmalike energy absorption is expected, resulting
eventually in ionization and fragmentation of the molecule.
This simple model, however, has not addressed the com-
plexity of real molecules and thus has left open too many
questions regarding the process and outcomes of nonadia-
batic excitation. The relationship between molecular proper-
ties and mechanism of excitation is both unknown and es-
sential for predicting the threshold for nonadiabatic
transitions. As for the outcomes, it is not clear whether the
nonadiabatic excitation should result in fragmentation of a
molecule into neutral products, intact ionization, or dissocia-
tive ionization. These outcomes should depend on specific
molecular properties, not identified by this theory.
In addition, there are unanswered fundamental questions
regarding the very process of nonadiabatic excitation via QC.
According to Ref. @35#, the QC is formed due to electronic
state broadening caused by efficient nonadiabatic transitions
that are saturated on the time scale of a single laser cycle for
any pair of electronic states, under the condition m«0\v
>D2 ~here, m and D are the transition dipole moment and the
transition energy; «0 and v are the electric-field amplitude
and frequency!; see Fig. 1. Since the ug& state is normally
separated from the excited-state manifold by a considerable
energy gap, the mechanism of coupling of ug& to the QC
needs to be established and utilized.
Motivated by these questions, we set out to study the
mechanism of the transition from adiabatic coupling to nona-
diabatic energy deposition in strong laser fields. We investi-
gated dissociative ionization of a number of related aromatic
molecules of varying molecular size and/or p-electron delo-
calization as a function of laser intensity. Based on these
experiments, we identified key physical parameters of large
FIG. 1. Formation of quasicontinuum of electronic states in
strong laser field. On the left: discrete electronic molecular eigen-
states in the field-free case. On the right: strong laser field merges
the electronic states in the excited-state manifold into a quasicon-
tinuum.
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polyatomic molecules that govern this transition and devel-
oped a general theory of nonadiabatic excitation of poly-
atomic molecules in strong laser fields. In a recent commu-
nication @36#, we introduced this theory using an opening
subset of experiments. Here, we present a more complete and
detailed account of this work, including new experimental
data and new calculations supporting and further developing
the theory of nonadiabatic excitation in polyatomic mol-
ecules and ions.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, the experi-
mental procedure is described; in Sec. III, the experimental
observations are reported; in Sec. IV, a theory corroborated
by calculations to explain the observed phenomena is pre-
sented. Finally, in Sec. V, we summarize our findings, com-
ment on the significance of the theory, and outline directions
for its further development.
II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
The extent of fragmentation observed in the ion time-of-
flight mass spectra is used as a representative measure for the
onset of nonadiabatic electron dynamics. Accordingly, we
collected time-of-flight ion spectra of the products resulting
from interaction of large organic molecules with strong-field
laser pulses. The excitation source was a 10-Hz mode-locked
regeneratively chirped-pulse amplified Ti:sapphire laser
similar to that described in earlier publications @37,38#. The
laser produced 1.5-mJ, 60-fs pulses centered at 800 nm.
Pulses were focused to a spot of ;50-mm diam by a nomi-
nally 20-cm focal length lens, and intensities were calibrated
by comparison to the appearance thresholds for multiply
charged argon. A 1-mm aperture was placed between the
ionization and detection regions in order to ensure that only
ions generated in the most intense region of the laser beam
were collected @39#. The Rayleigh length of the laser beam
focus was ;3 mm. The time-of-flight ion spectra were col-
lected as a function of the laser intensity. The laser pulses
were attenuated by inserting a variable number of glass cover
slides ~Corning™! in the beam path. The transmission of the
cover slides, independently measured using a uv-visible
spectrometer, was ;92.5% per slide. The average pulse en-
ergies were also measured for each spectrum using a cali-
brated power meter.
Ion spectra were measured using a linear one-meter time-
of-flight mass spectrometer in dual slope continuous extrac-
tion mode. Solid samples were allowed to sublime directly
into vacuum to attain a pressure of ;131026 Torr with a
background pressure for the spectrometer of ;1
31028 Torr. Benzene was delivered through a controlled
leak valve. The low working pressure insures that no space-
charge interactions affect the excitation dynamics. The re-
ported ion spectra are averages of 250 single shot acquisi-
tions. All experiments were performed using linearly
polarized laser pulses with the direction of electric-field po-
larization aligned with the direction of ion detection in the
spectrometer.
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
To establish the molecular characteristics most important
in the processes of nonadiabatic excitation, we investigated
the dissociative ionization for two series of related molecules
as a function of laser intensity. In series 1 ~benzene, naph-
thalene, anthracene, and tetracene!, shown in Fig. 2, the char-
acteristic length of the aromatic molecules increases from
benzene to tetracene, along with the extent of p-electron
delocalization that should directly affect m and D for the
electronic excitation from ug&. In series 2, shown in Fig. 3
@1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8-octahydroanthracene ~OHA!, 9,10-
dihydroantracene ~DHA!, and anthracene#, the characteristic
lengths are similar but the extent of p delocalization never-
theless increases from OHA to anthracene, with an increas-
ing number of unsaturated aromatic rings. The diversity of
the molecules within and between the two series allows us to
independently verify the constituent elements of our theoret-
ical model and investigate the characteristic parameters that
determine details of the nonadiabatic processes.
The mass spectra were obtained at laser intensities be-
tween 0.131013 W cm22 and 25.031013 W cm22. For se-
ries 1, the extent of fragmentation increases at all laser in-
tensities with increasing molecular size. The spectra are
dominated by a parent molecular ion at the lowest laser in-
tensities, Figs. 2~a!–2~d!. As the laser intensity is increased,
fragments emerge at increasing rate, starting at some onset
intensity value, I fragm . ~We define I fragm as the point where
the five-point running average value of this ratio exceeds the
background value by two standard deviations.! Finally, the
fragmentation saturates at higher intensities. Figures 2~e!–
2~h! shows the ion spectra at laser intensities greater than
I fragm but below saturation.
For the three larger molecules—naphthalene, anthracene,
and tetracene—there is a marked threshold, I fragm , for the
onset of extensive fragmentation. The transition from limited
to extensive fragmentation requires only a small change in
laser intensity ~10–20 %!. For the smallest molecule, ben-
zene, this transition requires a relatively large increase in
FIG. 2. Time-of-flight mass spectra of ~a,b! benzene, ~c,d! naph-
thalene, ~e,f! anthracene, ~g,h! tetracene, obtained using 800-nm,
60-fs laser pulses. The laser intensities in W cm22 are shown for
each spectrum.
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laser intensity ~from 1.0 to ;2.031014 W cm22). From the
conventional perturbative picture, this observation is coun-
terintuitive. Indeed, for larger molecules ~tetracene, anthra-
cene! the number of photons required for electronic excita-
tion decreases and thus the intensity dependence should be of
lower order than for smaller molecules ~naphthalene, ben-
zene!. This is contrary to our observation. The data shown in
Fig. 2 reveal that the sensitivity of the molecular fragmenta-
tion process to the laser intensity increases for molecules of
larger size.
We next examine the conditions for the onset of extensive
fragmentation for the series of molecules of similar size but
varying extent of p delocalization, series 2. Time-of-flight
mass spectra for OHA, DHA, and anthracene measured at
laser intensities of 3.6, 8.5, and 25.031013 W cm22 are
shown in Figs. 3~a!–3~c!, 3~d!–3~f!, and 3~g!–3~i!, respec-
tively. Again, the extent of fragmentation increases with in-
creasing p-electron delocalization ~OHA to DHA to anthra-
cene! at all laser intensities. Furthermore, the spectra of OHA
have a more intense parent ion in comparison with the spec-
tra of DHA and anthracene at all intensities. The lack of
fragmentation in the OHA is remarkable given the fact that
OHA has the largest fraction of saturated single s-type CuC
bonds. Such bonding typically has a reduced dissociation
energy in comparison to aromatic p bonds and results in
enhanced dissociative ionization during strong-field excita-
tion @3#.
To quantitatively define the value of I fragm , we plot the
ratio of fragment ion signal to the total ion signal versus the
laser intensity. These data are shown for series 1 in Fig. 4~a!
and for series 2 in Fig. 4~b!. We define I fragm as the laser
intensity at which the five-point running average value of
this ratio exceeds the background value by two standard de-
viations. The I fragm values reported in Table I reveal that the
onset of extensive dissociation occurs at lower laser intensi-
ties with increasing molecular size for series 1 and increasing
degree of unsaturation in series 2.
IV. DISCUSSION
The popular SAE quasistatic atomic @17–19# and molecu-
lar @37,40,6# models of strong-field ionization disregard the
existence of the excited electronic states of these systems.
Such models address tunnel ionization in the low-frequency
quasistatic limit, when the photon energy is much smaller
than the ionization potential of a system, \v!IP. At such
low frequencies, the characteristic amplitude of free electron
motion in the oscillating electric field, aosc5e«0 /mev2, is
much larger than the characteristic size of the molecule, L.
~Here, e is the electron charge, me is the electron mass, and
«0 and v are the laser field amplitude and frequency.! Under
FIG. 3. Time-of-flight mass spectra of ~a,b,c! OHA, ~d,e,f! DHA, ~g,h,i! anthracene, obtained using 800-nm, 60-fs laser pulses. The laser
intensities in W cm22 are shown for each spectrum.
FIG. 4. Fragmentation fraction and NMED calculation: ~a!
BNAT series; ~b! anthracene-DHA-OHA series. The curves show
the calculated fraction of the molecular ions excited nonadiabati-
cally by the end of a laser pulse ~integrated conditional probabilities
of two-stage nonadiabatic excitation!.
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such conditions, dynamic polarization of a molecule is ex-
pected to be adiabatic. As a result, the polarized electrons
spend most of the laser half-cycle localized at one side of the
molecule from where the quasistatic tunneling occurs. Quali-
tatively, the potential barrier for this tunneling ionization is
reduced by the polarization energy of the SAE, i.e., by the
energy decrease at the side of the molecule, ;e«0L/2. The
quasistatic molecular structure-based model @1,37# accounts
for this effect and, in keeping with experimental results
@1,3,13,41#, predicts increasing ionization rate with increas-
ing spatial extent of a molecule. Within this adiabatic frame-
work, the only outcome of the laser-field action can be for-
mation of ground-state singly or multiply charged parent
ions. Any fragmentation can only be caused by Coulomb
repulsion following multiple ionization.
In contrast to this picture, a growing body of experimental
data @12,13,35# suggests that in polyatomic molecules, nona-
diabatic coupling into internal degrees of freedom occurs in
the initial stages of strong-field excitation, i.e., when the con-
dition aosc@L is not yet satisfied. For example, in Fig. 5 we
compare the values of aosc at the fragmentation threshold
with the size of the four polyatomic molecules used in this
study. The smallest molecule, benzene, undergoes extensive
fragmentation at aosc@L . Molecules of intermediate size,
namely naphthalene and anthracene, fragment at aosc;L .
The largest molecule, tetracene, fragments in the regime
aosc,L . This shows that the SAE models of adiabatic tunnel
ionization do not adequately describe the electron dynamics
of polyatomic molecules at these laser intensities and fre-
quencies.
To explain the formation of repulsive excited states of
molecular ions, it was suggested @35# that the strong electric
field of a laser merges all of the electronic states of a mol-
ecule into a quasicontinuum, QC. The delocalized electrons
quiver inside a molecule within the QC, with the average
energy on the order of the ponderomotive potential, Up
5(e2«02/4mev2). Any scattering in the presence of the field,
either from corrugation of the potential or from other elec-
trons, leads to absorption/emission of energy ;Up . This
phenomenon is similar to laser-assisted bremsstrahlung @42#.
In this picture, strong nonresonant excitation should begin at
laser field intensities, when Up approaches the characteristic
spacing of electronic energy levels and forces the QC forma-
TABLE I. Measured and calculated properties of the molecules used in this study. The characteristic transition energies, transition dipole
moments, and dynamic polarizabilities of the ground states of neutral molecules and molecular ions were calculated using the GAUSSIAN G01
~development version! computer program using the B3LYP density-functional method with a 6-311G(d) basis set.
FIG. 5. The amplitude of oscillation of a free electron as a
function of laser intensity of 800-nm laser field ~solid curve!. The
markers denote the laser intensity for the onset of extensive frag-
mentation of the molecules in the BNAT series as a function of the
molecular size. The dashed lines are drawn at the level correspond-
ing to half the characteristic length of each molecule.
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tion in the system @35#. However, as we have already men-
tioned in the Introduction, this simple model does not concur
with the results of our experiments.
As we discuss in more detail in the rest of this section, in
order to be consistent and to comprehensively accommodate
the experimental results, a model of dissociative ionization
caused by nonadiabatic excitation should be based on three
major elements: ~i! the doorway state uDS& for the nonadia-
batic transition into the excited-states manifold; ~ii! multi-
electron polarization of the ug& and uDS&; and ~iii! sequential
energy deposition in the neutral molecules and correspond-
ing molecular ions. In this model, the first excitation stage
leads to ionization; the second ~and subsequent! stages result
in the molecular ion fragmentation. In the following subsec-
tions, we will introduce these three elements, concluding
with a demonstration that the full-fledged model allows cal-
culation of the fragmentation probabilities that agree quanti-
tatively with the experimental data.
The modeling and calculations for both neutral molecules
and molecular ions are performed for the equilibrium inter-
nuclear geometry of neutral molecules. The laser pulses used
in this work are sufficiently short ~60 fs! that at the laser
intensities <I fragm , nuclear degrees of freedom are nearly
frozen during the laser pulse. Thus, nuclear excitation can be
understood in two steps: ~i! during the pulse, the laser energy
is nonadiabatically coupled into electronic degrees of free-
dom; ~ii! after the laser pulse, the stored energy is available
for the excitation of nuclear modes.
A. Doorway electronic states
For most polyatomic molecules ~including the molecules
in this study!, the energy gap separating ug& from the mani-
fold of the excited electronic states is large in comparison
with the energy-level splitting in the excited-state manifold.
Indeed, the analysis of the data presented in Sec. III shows
that the extensive fragmentation of these molecules actually
begins when m«0\v!D2 for the transitions from ug& to the
excited states of the molecule ~see Table I!. Since for these
laser intensities the condition m«0\v>D2 is satisfied for the
excited-state manifold ~where D!\v), we conclude that QC
is formed only from excited states of the molecule, and thus
the transition from ug& to the excited quasicontinuum, ug&
→QC, is the rate-limiting step in the nonadiabatic excitation.
The ug&→QC transition must be treated separately. When
this bottleneck has been overcome, nonadiabatic excitations
in the QC should allow a molecule rapidly to climb the lad-
der of excited states and ionize. If the process is repeated in
the molecular ion, the excited-states manifold of the molecu-
lar ion will be accessed. Since some of the excited electronic
states of molecular ions are repulsive, dissociative ionization
should result.
The natural framework for quantitative treatment of the
nonresonant quasiadiabatic ~Landau-Zener! transitions was
provided by the Dykhne formalism @43#. In this formalism,
the energy of an electronic state adiabatically follows the
oscillations of the laser electric field, «(t)5«0 sin(vt). For
two eigenstates um& and un& coupled by a transition dipole
mmn and separated by characteristic energy-level spacing
Dmn , the time-dependent transition energy is @44#
DE um& ,un&~ t !5ADmn
2
14mmn
2 «2~ t !. ~1!
The time dependence DE um& ,un&(t) induces nonadiabatic in-
terstate transitions analogous to the semiclassical Landau-
Zener transitions through an avoided crossing at t50. The
transition probability during one-half laser cycle is obtained
as
P um&→un&5expF2 2\ ImH E1t*DE um& ,un&~ t !dtJ G . ~2!
The upper limit in the integral, t*, is given by the saddle-
point condition DE um& ,un&(t*)50. For the two-state model of
Eq. ~1!, this treatment results ~see the Appendix! in a half-
laser cycle transition probability of
P um&→un&5exp$2pD2/4\v«0m%. ~3!
Therefore, when m«0\v>D2, the probability for the transi-
tion will approach unity, and this transition will be rapidly
saturated.
The Dykhne approach has been extensively used @45# to
describe transitions to the true continuum; here we apply it to
treat the ug&→QC electronic transition coupling ug& to the
manifold of excited states of a polyatomic molecule. Unlike
in the case of a true continuum, where the edge is clearly
defined, here we must identify the electronic state connecting
ug& to the excited-states manifold. Though many states may
be connected to ug&, the exponential dependence in Eq. ~2!
implies that the ug&→QC transition occurs mainly through
the state that is most strongly coupled to ug&; we call it the
doorway state, uDS&. For a low-frequency laser field, the
strength of the coupling may be defined by the dimensionless
parameter G5mge«\v/Dge
2 ~where mge is the transition di-
pole matrix element from ug& to the candidate excited state,
and Dge is the energy difference between these states!. For
G!1, nonadiabatic excitation is negligible; when G ap-
proaches unity, the excitation is saturated within a few laser
cycles. The uDS& state is that for which G is the largest at a
given field amplitude and frequency.
We calculated the characteristic energy-level spacings and
the transition dipole moments for the electronic transitions of
these molecules, using GAUSSIAN 01 ~development version
@46#! using B3LYP density-functional method @47–49# with
a 6-311G(d) basis set @50–54# ~the details of these calcu-
lations will be published elsewhere @55#!. According to these
calculations, the majority of the excited states have negligi-
bly small transition dipoles and oscillator strengths for the
transition from ug&. The only two states that compete for the
uDS& role are the p* state, the first excited state u1*&, and
the lowest charge-transfer state uCT&. The calculations reveal
that for all of the studied molecules, the values of G for ug&
→uCT& transitions are several times larger than those for
ug&→u1*& transitions, see Table I.
This situation is peculiar and distinct from the case of the
transitions to the true continuum, because the ug&→uCT&
transitions are much stronger than the ug&→u1*& correspond-
MARKEVITCH et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW A 69, 013401 ~2004!
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ing to p→p* excitations, despite the fact that the latter have
smaller excitation energy from ug&. It is natural that the ug&
→uCT& electronic transitions are most important in describ-
ing the laser/molecule coupling, governed by large-
amplitude charge redistribution in the longest dimension of
an extended planar molecule. We conclude that for these
molecules the uDS& state is the lowest-energy uCT& state.
The graphic representation of the electron density redis-
tribution as a result of CT electronic transition in these mol-
ecules ~and their molecular ions! is illustrated in the case of
tetracene in Fig. 6. ~This picture of charge-transfer states has
been generated using the GAUSSIAN 01 development version
program.! In Fig. 6, the electron density is transferred from
the light-shaded to the dark-shaded areas. Thus, the figure
shows the difference between the electron densities of the
uCT& state and the ground state, illustrating the asymmetric
shift of electrons to one side of the molecule following a CT
electronic transition.
Additional insight into role of p→p* and ug&→uCT&
transitions in the connection between the ug& and the excited-
states manifold was obtained from a comparative study of
planar and nonplanar aromatic molecules. For a planar aro-
matic molecule, the transition dipole moment for the p
→p* transition is perpendicular to the plane ~i.e., to the long
axis! of the molecule, whereas the ug&→uCT& transition di-
pole is directed along that long axis. Therefore, the electric
field vector along this axis is most efficient in inducing the
ug&→uCT& transition, not the p→p* transition. By contrast,
for a nonplanar molecule, there is no direction of the electric
field that would selectively excite ug&→uCT& or p→p*
transitions.
With this in mind, we used in our study one nonplanar
molecule, DHA, along with the other molecules, all of which
are planar ~OHA can be considered planar, in the sense of the
current discussion!. The DHA molecule has reduced symme-
try, C2v in comparison with the D2h symmetry of anthracene,
naphthalene, and tetracene. OHA has the carbon atoms 1, 4,
5, and 8 slightly twisted out of the aromatic plane, reducing
the symmetry to D2 ; see Fig. 7~a!. However, the ug&
→uCT& and p→p* in this molecule are still orthogonal. In
DHA, the two aromatic rings meet at the angle of ;112° due
to sp3 hybridized carbons 9 and 10, see Fig. 7~b!. Due to this
nonplanar structure, the CT transition should contain a sig-
nificant contribution from the p→p* transition. Indeed, our
calculations show that for DHA the doorway transition di-
pole corresponds to a superposition of ug&→uCT& and p
→p* excitations.
The concept of uDS& state developed here will be of pri-
mary importance in calculating the fraction of dissociated
ions as a function of laser intensity later in this paper. Good
agreement of the results of these calculations with experi-
mental data strongly supports the validity of the concept.
This evidence is further corroborated by photoelectron spec-
tra of polyatomic molecules @56#, including some of the mol-
ecules used in this study. For example, in the ATI photoelec-
tron spectra of benzene and naphthalene we observed two
series of peaks separated by photon energy of the pulse ~1.55
FIG. 6. The direction of transfer of electronic density during the
electronic transition from the ground electronic state to the uCT&
state of ~a! neutral anthracene and ~b! singly charged molecular ion
of tetracene. The light-shaded and dark-shaded areas indicate the
regions of decreased and increased electron density in comparison
with the distribution in the ground state, respectively.
FIG. 7. Molecular structures of nonplanar molecules: ~a! OHA
and ~b! DHA.
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eV! that we attribute to p-p* and CT excitations in these
molecules ~i.e., the states that are most strongly coupled to
ug&!. Thus, the uDS& concept is a necessary element of a re-
alistic model of nonadiabatic excitation of polyatomic mol-
ecules.
Once the uDS& state is identified, one can substitute the
relevant values of m and D in Eq. ~3! to obtain the transition
probabilities for comparison with the experimental data.
However, as we see in the following subsection, Eq. ~3! for
DE um& ,un&(t) of the two-state model does not lead to satisfac-
tory agreement with the experimental data.
B. Multistate model: Dynamic energy shift
To probe whether the two-state model is consistent with
our fragmentation experiments, we calculated the half-laser-
cycle probabilities for the ug&→uDS& transition at the laser
intensities I fragm , using Eq. ~3!. If the two-state model were
adequate in describing these experiments, the results of these
calculations would satisfy the following obvious criteria.
First, to explain the onset of the extensive fragmentation at
the laser intensity I fragm , the calculated probabilities should
be reasonably large. Second, the values of laser intensity
corresponding to the same excitation probability should fol-
low the order of relative stability of these molecules, as is the
case with the experimental curves. Third, taking the mea-
sured intensity values corresponding to the same degree of
fragmentation of different molecules and substituting them in
the theoretical formulas for nonadiabatic excitation probabil-
ity, one should obtain the same ~within experimental uncer-
tainty! probability values.
In drastic contrast to these expectations, the calculated
probability values, listed in Table I, are very low, ranging
from ;3.831026 for OHA to ;3.031022 for benzene.
These values are too small to account even for the ionization
of these molecules, let alone for the onset of extensive frag-
mentation. The probability values are not uniform—they
vary by about four orders of magnitude. More importantly,
the two-state calculation does not even reproduce the relative
order of stability of these six molecules ~i.e., for this set of
molecules the two-state model does not work even qualita-
tively!. For example, in the two-state model, OHA is pre-
dicted to be the most stable molecule, while the molecule
that is the hardest to fragment in this experiment is benzene.
Benzene, the most stable molecule, is predicted to have the
highest probability of nonadiabatic excitation. Because these
three criteria are not satisfied, we conclude that the two-state
model does not adequately describe the coupling of ug& to the
manifold of exciting states. Clearly, this model should be
substantially revised to accommodate the complexity of real
molecular structures.
One of the differences between a two-state and a multi-
state electronic system is that in the multistate system both
ug& and uDS& states can couple not only to each other but also
to many other states. Thus, the important fact neglected in
the two-state model is that the shift of a given energy level in
a low-frequency strong field is determined not only by the
virtual transition to the most strongly coupled state, but also
by polarization of the entire electronic system of the mol-
ecule. Indeed, the perturbative formula for the dynamic po-
larizability of ug& is
ag~v !5(
n
~Eg2En!umgnu2
~Eg2En!22v2
, ~4!
where En is the energy of the nth state. Since in our case
\v!D ug&→uDS& , the contribution of the uDS& state to the total
polarizability of ug& reduces to m ug&→uDS&
2 /D ug&→uDS& . The val-
ues of this contribution are compared with the values of total
polarizability in Table I; they range from 74% for benzene to
4% for OHA. Since it is ultimately the total polarization of
the electronic system that enables the ug&→uDS& transition,
we must include this collective multielectron effect to de-
scribe the nonadiabatic excitation correctly.
When the Stark shift of the energy levels taken into ac-
count, the basic interlevel energy distance in Eq. ~2! becomes
electric-field-dependent, Dmn5Dmn„«(t)…. The specific form
of this dependence at finite values of the oscillating electric
field is determined by the mechanisms of the time-dependent
energy change of the electronic states un& and um& ~in our
case, the ug& and the uDS& state!. Since ug& is separated from
the manifold of the excited states by the considerable energy
gap D@\v , we assume that its energy variation in the elec-
tric field due to interaction with all the excited states with the
exception of the uDS& state is described by the quasistatic
formula
Eg~ t !5Eg
~0 !
2
1
2 S ag2 m ug&→uDS&
2
D ug&→uDS&
D «2~ t !. ~5!
We calculated the dynamic polarizabilities ag at the laser
frequency for all the participating molecules using the
GAUSSIAN G01 development version program @46#; the ob-
tained values are listed in Table I. Since these dynamic po-
larizabilities are only slightly greater than the static ones ~by
1–3 %!, the quasistatic approach is justified.
Unlike the ground state, which is separated from the near-
est excited state by an energy gap D@\v , the doorway state
is surrounded by a dense manifold of excited states. The
quasistatic approach to polarizability calculation is no longer
valid in this situation. Just the opposite, the doorway state is
in the high-frequency regime, because the laser photon en-
ergy \v51.55 eV is much larger than the typical energy
separation between the excited states, which is of the order
of 0.1 eV. In this case, no quantum chemistry software pack-
age based on an adiabatic basis set can succeed in dynamic
polarization calculations. Qualitatively, however, one can ex-
pect the dynamic polarizability of the doorway state to be
negligibly small compared to that of the ground state. In-
deed, among all the excited states contributing to the uDS&
polarizability via virtual dipole transitions in Eq. ~4!, the
major contribution comes from the energy region En2EDS
;\v . In the dense manifold of the excited states, the tran-
sition dipole is a smooth function of n. Thus, the contribu-
tions of the states with En2EDS.\v and the states with
En2EDS,\v almost cancel each other @57#. Following
these arguments, we conclude that
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D~ t !5EDS~ t !2Eg~ t !5EDS
~0 !
2Eg
~0 !
1
1
2 S ag2 m ug&→uDS&
2
D ug&→uDS&
D «2~ t !. ~6!
Then, the equation for the time-dependent transition energy
from ug& to uDS&, incorporating the effect of all electrons on
the Stark shift of these states, expressed through the polariz-
ability, is
DE ug& ,uDS&~ t !5AS D01 ag*2 «2~ t ! D
2
14m2«2~ t !. ~7!
Here, the effective dynamic polarization of ug&, ag* , excludes
the contribution from the uDS& state,
ag*5ag2
m ug&→uDS&
2
D ug&→uDS&
. ~8!
This leads to the formula for the probability of the nonadia-
batic transition per half-laser cycle in a multistate electronic
system,
P ug&→uCT&5expF 2 pD024\v«0Am21 ag*D04 G . ~9!
C. Sequential excitation in molecular ions
The nonadiabatic excitation of neutral molecules is not
sufficient to account for the laser intensity dependence of
dissociative ionization. Indeed, the onset and even saturation
of nonadiabatic excitation of a neutral molecule does not
immediately and automatically result in the formation of ion-
ized fragments. For the short pulses used here, ionization of
the original molecule must occur during the laser pulse, i.e.,
prior to its fragmentation. In our experiments, we observe
that within some range of the laser intensities ~specific for a
given molecule!, the laser pulses produce predominantly par-
ent molecular ions. Whether and how the fragmentation will
proceed must depend on the extent of nonadiabatic excitation
of the molecular ion.
To understand and quantitatively describe the relation of
the excitation process and the fragmentation outcome, we
propose the following two-stage scenario. At the first stage,
the ug&→QC nonadiabatic transition in a neutral molecule is
followed by fast energy absorption within the QC resulting
in ionization ~energy deposition within the QC is much more
probable than promotion of another electron to the QC
through the uDS&!. Thus, the ug&→uDS& population transfer
described in the previous section is the bottleneck step in the
energy deposition in neutral molecules resulting in single
ionization. Because the ionized electron takes away most of
the energy gained by the molecule prior to ionization, the
molecular ion is formed in a relatively cold state. ~Here, we
exclude the exotic scenario of ionization through highly ex-
cited autoionized states.! To access the repulsive states in the
ionic quasicontinuum, QCi , the bottleneck for the transition
from the ionic ground state, ug i&, to QCi must be overcome.
Then, the observed fragmentation requires additional excita-
tion of these ions in the QCi .
At the second stage, nonadiabatic ug i&→QCi transition in
the molecular ion provides access to the repulsive electronic
states, resulting in the formation of the detected ionic frag-
ments. The ug i&→QCi transition in molecular ions is concep-
tually the same as that in neutral molecules: the ionic ug i&
state is most strongly coupled to the doorway state in the
ionic excited-state manifold, uDSi& ~in the case of these mol-
ecules, the lowest charge-resonance state of the ion!; the
probability of the ug i&→uDSi& transition is significantly in-
creased by the dynamic polarizability of the ion.
However, the dynamic polarizability of large molecular
ions is qualitatively different from that of neutral molecules
because in an ion there is a number of low-energy electronic
transitions, corresponding to an electron hole migrating
through the orbitals below the highest occupied molecular
orbital ~HOMO!. Such nominally p→p , s→p , and s
→s transitions typically belong to the visible or near-
infrared range of the spectrum. These transitions have no
analog in neutral molecules ~they are forbidden in closed-
shell systems by the Pauli exclusion principle!. The effect of
these sub-HOMO transitions is that in Eq. ~9! the energy gap
D0 becomes smaller while the polarizability a* becomes
larger, compared to the values for the neutral molecule. Both
factors lead to an exponential enhancement of the nonadia-
batic transition probability.
To substantiate this qualitative difference in polarizabil-
ities of molecules and molecular ions, we have calculated a
considerable number ~20–50! of energy levels ~up from the
ground state! of a neutral molecule and a corresponding mo-
lecular ion for all of the participating molecules. The results
are presented in Fig. 8; they clearly indicate the drastic dif-
ference in the structure of low-lying levels of the molecules
and the ions. An excited state, ug i&, is accompanied by a
number of nearby states, in contrast to the solitude of the ug&
state of a neutral molecule. Thus, a number of low-energy
transitions between these states is readily available to in-
crease the ionic polarizability. This can be seen in the ug i&
polarizabilities listed in Table I. With the exception of ben-
zene ~the smallest molecule! and DHA ~the only nonplanar
molecule in this series!, the polarizabilities of the molecular
ions are greater ~for tetracene significantly greater! than
those of the corresponding neutral molecules.
We note in passing that the increase of the polarizability
as a result of ionization that we observe for the larger mol-
ecules, compared to the opposite effect for benzene, signifies
a general trend relevant to all large molecules. Qualitatively,
two competing factors contribute predominantly to the
change of polarizability following ionization: ~a! opening
of the previously mentioned electron-hole dynamics, and ~b!
reduction of the number of electrons available for polariza-
tion. Since the first factor is definitely more pronounced in
large molecules and the second in small molecules, large
molecular ions will usually have polarizability greater than
the corresponding neutral molecule, with the opposite result
in the case of small ions @55#.
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The additional electronic transitions contribute substan-
tially to the dynamic polarization of large polyatomic ions
and significantly affect energy deposition. Using the elec-
tronic properties of the ions listed in Table I, we can calcu-
late the probability of the ug i&→QCi excitation for each ion.
Finally, we combine the three essential elements of our
model: ~i! the doorway transition to QC through a uCT& state,
~ii! the multielectron polarization, and ~iii! the ion excitation,
into a two-stage nonadiabatic excitation calculation that can
be compared with the measured fraction of the dissociated
ions shown in Figs. 4~a! and 4~b!.
As in the case of transition to a true continuum @43#, the
total excitation probability is obtained by summation of the
conditional probabilities over half-cycles of the laser pulse.
By the mth half-cycle of the pulse, the total excitation prob-
ability for a neutral molecule is
P total
neut~m !512 )
n51
m
@12P ug&→uCT&~n !# , ~10!
where the dependence P ug&→uCT&(n) on the cycle number, n,
is determined by the envelope «0
2(n). In the two-stage cal-
culation, the nonadiabatic excitation in neutral molecules
produces ionization. Then, the fraction of dissociated ions is
computed as the sum of conditional probabilities of the par-
ent ion excitation P ug i&→QCi over the rest of the laser pulse
@similar to Eq. ~10!#, normalized by the ionization probabil-
ity. Thus, for a pulse containing N half-cycles, the fraction of
dissociated ions is
P total5 (
m51
N
P total
ion ~N2m !P total
neut~m !. ~11!
The calculation of the fractions of ions fragmented as a
function of laser intensity, shown in Figs. 4~a! and 4~b! by
the solid curves, agrees well with the experimental data on
the fragmented ion fractions. The calculated curves repro-
duce the order of relative stability of these molecules against
fragmentation. The curves reproduce the increase in the
slope with increasing size of a molecule ~or increasing extent
of p-electron delocalization for molecules of similar size!.
The curves predict quantitatively the range of laser intensi-
ties where each molecule is expected to undergo extensive
fragmentation. This agreement, achieved with no fitting pa-
rameters in the theory, strongly suggests that the three ele-
ments of our model of nonadiabatic excitation of polyatomic
molecules capture the most important features of nonreso-
nant laser/molecule coupling leading to dissociative ioniza-
tion. The remaining discrepancy at high laser intensities
~near the saturation limit! is most likely caused by multiple
ionization. ~If at high laser intensities the sequential excita-
tion includes more than two stages, the amount of detected
ionic fragments will be greater than predicted by the two-
stage model.!
V. CONCLUSIONS
Before summarizing our findings, we note that the model
of dissociative ionization by sequential nonadiabatic excita-
tion developed here is directly relevant to many other phe-
nomena in the field of laser-induced transformations of poly-
atomic molecules. The model can address the interplay of
neutral fragmentation channels @3# ~the channels dark to ion
detection!, intact ionization, and ionized fragmentation chan-
nels. In particular, the electronic absorption by polyatomic
ions at the fundamental laser wavelength ~800 nm! is re-
FIG. 8. Low-lying electronic states of benzene, naphthalene, anthracene, tetracene, DHA, and OHA calculated for both neutral molecules
and molecular ions using the GAUSSIAN 01 ~development version! computer program using the B3LYP density-functional method with
6-311G(d) basis set.
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ported to significantly enhance the ion fragmentation @58#.
These IR electronic transitions, related to the above-
mentioned electron-hole dynamics, do not involve the high-
energy repulsive states and thus cannot by themselves induce
the ion dissociation. However, the increase in the ion polar-
izability due to the existence of these transitions will boost
the ug i&→QCi transition probability @see Eq. ~7!#, enhancing
the ion fragmentation.
Of course, to be capable of quantitative predictions in
more complex cases, this theory requires further develop-
ment. Currently, the model addresses the processes of nona-
diabatic excitation; redistribution of the deposited energy
over the molecular degrees of freedom is beyond the scope.
To be helpful in cases of multiple possible outcomes, the
model needs to address the complex coupling of electronic
states within the QC and to incorporate the interaction be-
tween the electron excitation and the nuclear motion. With
this, the essential effects of the laser pulse duration can be
addressed, such as ladder climbing versus ladder switching
modes of excitation @59#. The model can also address the
differences between cyclic and aliphatic molecules with re-
gard to neutral fragmentation versus dissociative ionization
outcomes. The nonadiabatic charge-transfer transitions en-
hanced by multielectron polarization are undoubtedly impor-
tant for understanding of the processes of high harmonic
generation @60,61# in large molecules.
A further improvement of this model would more accu-
rately account for the uCT& state polarization dynamics.
When the density of states surrounding the excited uCT& state
is not large enough ~or the field frequency is not high
enough!, the dynamic polarizability of this state may become
non-negligible. In this situation, the time-dependent energy
of the uCT& state will be determined by a complex interplay
of its own built-in dipole and the details of coupling to the
nearby states. This may affect the estimates of the nonadia-
batic transition probability. Thus, an appropriate analytical
model and concurrent numerical approach to the strong-field
dynamic Stark effect in polyatomic molecules is the natural
next step in the development of this theory.
In summary, by measuring the laser intensity thresholds
for fragmentation as a function of molecular size, symmetry,
and electronic structure, we have identified the physical
mechanism of energy deposition leading to dissociative ion-
ization in a number of polyatomic molecules. We have de-
veloped a general theory for dissociative ionization of poly-
atomic molecules in strong nonresonant fields that is based
on sequential nonadiabatic excitation of a molecule and the
resulting molecular ions. The three key elements of the
model are ~i! nonadiabatic population transfer from ug& to the
excited-state manifold via a doorway charge-transfer ~CT!
transition; ~ii! exponential enhancement of this transition by
collective dynamic polarization of all electrons, and ~iii! se-
quential energy deposition in the neutral molecules and cor-
responding molecular ions, resulting in the formation of ion-
ized fragments. Based on this model, we calculated the
fragmentation probabilities that agree quantitatively with the
experimental data. We propose that this model represents a
generic sequential excitation process, consisting ~at the onset
of extensive fragmentation! of two stages. At the first stage,
the nonadiabatic excitation of neutral molecules occurs and
results in the formation of relatively cold molecular ions. At
the second stage, the nonadiabatic excitation of the ions pro-
vides a sufficient amount of energy to break molecular
bonds, resulting in eventual fragmentation. The latter out-
come is determined by the details of the ionic energy-level
structure. In this regard, nonadiabatic electron dynamics of
large polyatomic molecules is drastically different from that
of atoms and small molecules. Namely, the ionization of a
small molecule typically decreases its polarizability and
slows the rate of nonadiabatic excitation, whereas for a large
molecule the opposite is true, leading to avalanche excita-
tion, which correlates well with experimental observations.
Further development of this theory is expected to provide a
basis for strong-field control of ionization, fragmentation,
and chemical reactions of polyatomic molecules in gas and
liquid phase.
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APPENDIX: NONADIABATIC ELECTRONIC
TRANSITIONS ASSISTED BY STARK SHIFT
According to the Dykhne approximation @43#, the transi-
tion amplitude Amn between the eigenstates un& and um& of a
two-level system is
Amn5i expF i\ H Et1
t
DEmn~ t !dtJ G , ~A1!
where t1 is a point on the real time axis and t is a point in the
upper half-plane of the complex variable t such that En(t)
5Em(t). The DEmn(t) here is the time-dependent energy
separation of the eigenstates. In a monochromatic electric
field «(t)5«0 sin(vt), the dependence DEmn(t) on t is cause
by ~i! the dipole coupling of the states un& and um&, m«(t),
and ~ii! the regular Stark shift induced by all the other states
of the multistate system,
En
field
5En
0
2
an~v !
2 «
2~ t !,
Em
field
5Em
0
2
am~v !
2 «
2~ t !, ~A2!
where an(v) and am(v) are the dynamic polarizabilities of
the un& and um& states. Therefore, the energy spacing between
these states becomes
DEmn~ t !5Em~ t !2En~ t !
5AS D01 da~v !2 «2~ t ! D
2
14m2«2~ t !,
~A3!
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where da~v! is the difference of the dynamic polarizabilities.
The term 1/4da2(v)«4(t) being small comparing to others,
the DEmn(t) becomes
DEmn~ t !5AD0
2
1@4m21da~v !D0#«2~ t ! ~A4!
resulting in
Amn5expF i\ E0
t0
AD0
2
1@4m21da~v !D0#«2~ t !dtG .
~A5!
Changing the dummy variable, u52ivt , we obtain
Amn5expF2 1\v E0
u0
Ap2q sinh2~u !duG , ~A6!
where
p5D0
2; q5@4m21da~v !D0#«0
2
. ~A7!
For strong laser fields, the transition occurs when 4m2«0
2
@D0
2 (q@p), i.e., for small values of u, where
sinh2~u !'u2. ~A8!
This approximation leads to
Amn5expF2 Ap\v E0
u0A12 qp u2duG
5expF2 p
\vAq
S z2 A12z21sin21~z ! D G
z50
z51
5expF2 pp4\vAqG . ~A9!
Finally, the probability of a nonadiabatic transition in strong
field during a half-laser cycle is obtained as
Pmn5uAmnu25expF 2 pD024\v«0Am21 da~v !D04 G .
~A10!
Note that the assumption of small u @Eq. ~8!# is satisfied
much better after the introduction of the differential Stark
shifting of the energy levels in a multistate system.
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